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Abstract. A novel flow control valve for point-of-care testing (POCT) chip, a micro rectangular groove array structure with
capillary force as driving force, was proposed in this paper for the purposes of flowing controllable, spontaneous filling, low
cost, and biological compatibility. The chip comprises two PMMA-based plates made of hot-embossing. The base plate and
cover plate are connected by hot-bonding after ultrasonic cleaning and plasma treatment. An experiment has been carried out
with deionized water to verify the control performance of fluid flow time in POCT chip by this method. The result
convincingly indicates that this novel flow control valve could realize the function of controlling fluid flow, which meets the
required time need for biochemical reactions. Compared with the controlling time of other previous methods in the POCT chip,
the design in this study could make it to approximately 193~205 seconds. Therefore, this work has a great potential and broad
prospects of the application in POCT chip, such as the portable devices in the medical testing field.
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INTRODUCTION
Point-of-care testing(POCT), a laboratory-medicine discipline, is evolving rapidly into the analytical scope and
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clinical application[1]. POCT aims at achieving fast and convenient testing by portable detecting instruments, thus
making it possible to reduce costs as well as the waiting time and change the present situation that medical
examination put more dependence on high-end equipment and testing professionals[2]. This modern variety of
laboratory medicine is characterized by minimizing instrument size and the increasing use of current information
technology[3]. More and more occasions used POCT due to the fact that these analytical devices can process a whole
blood sample in a simple manner, allowing untrained staff to carry out laboratory diagnostics, shortening the time
ofsample acquisition and analysis[4]. As a result of their low cost and good operability, POCT has been especially
important to improve the integrity of the current medical system and promote a wider range of medical
popularization, especially for those with limited mobility and poor medical conditions[5].
The flow control of the microfluidic is a key to the study of the fluid microelectronic mechanical
system(MEMS) and many of them can be attributed to scale effect and surface effect[6]. The fluid flow in a micro
channel can be, concrete realized by two approaches: surface modification an microstructure on the surface of the
channel. Surface modification refers to give the surface new properties under the precondition of maintaining the
original properties of materials or products, such as hydrophilic and biocompatibility. Commonly used methods
include ultrasonic surface treatment, surface coating treatment, irradiation surface modification technology. Jingmin
Li used surface modification to control fluid front motion in microfluidic devices[7]. Surface microstructure refers to
the change of surface structure under the premise of ensuring basic functions. Common methods include using the
variation principle of the variable cross-section and change the fluid infiltration model. Xiaoyu Ding uses it to
control fluid flow[8]. For POCT chip, the most important one is the flow control that based on microfluidic control.
Due to its biological compatibility, the method of changing the surface structure of micro channel has been used in
POCT chips. Of which, the micro cylinder array is most widely studied, which is normally manufactured by
complicated and costly MEMS technology, e.g. lithography. Cong Yu proposed a flow control valve based on
thermally responsive monolithic polymers, which also required a complicated manufacturing process[9]. Therefore,
the development of the surface microstructures with good hydrophilic or hydrophobic property and low
manufacturing cost is required, which is suitable for the application of flow speed control in the POCT chips.
In this paper, a novel and practical approach to the microstructure-based time-lapse self-opening valve will be
demonstrated.

PRINCIPLE
Capillary phenomenon
The capillary phenomenon is one of the most common physical phenomena in nature. From 1709, Francis
Hawksbee, a British scientist, observed the capillary phenomenon for the first time until Hans-Jurgen Butt
introduced it in 2009 to quantitatively describe the size of the capillary force by using continuous medium theory [10].
After centuries of exploration, humans have uncovered the mystery of the capillary phenomenon. The spontaneous
of the capillarity make it possible to drive microfluidic device without external powers. Meanwhile, it also verified
the advantages of portability and low cost of the POCT device that based on the capillary phenomenon.

Surface wetting phenomena
Surface wetting phenomenon refers to the process that a liquid on a solid surface replaces another incompatible
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liquid[11]. The infiltration or not depends on the size of the intermolecular force between the solid-liquid phase,
which can be explained by the physical models shown in FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 1. (a) A physical model of two molecular between the solid-liquid phases to explain surface wetting phenomenon. (b)
Describe the molecular configuration of gas-liquid and the intermolecular force between the solid-liquid phase.

As is shown in FIGURE 1(a), A and B are the same, CC’ and DD’ are symmetrical about the origin of B. It is
assumed that when the solid-liquid action is applied, the intermolecular force of solid phase is greater than that of
the liquid phase, and the solid phase is not uniformly contracted due to stress, just as shown in FIGURE 1(b). The
liquid phase molecular are close to the solid phase, and the infiltration phenomenon occurs. On the contrary, if the
solid-liquid interaction is less than the intermolecular force of the liquid phase, the infiltration will not occur.
Meanwhile, a small drop deposited on a solid that meets the solid surface with a well-defined angle. This angle and
the shape of the drop are due to the existence of surface tension associated with each of the interfaces present in this
system: liquid/gas, solid/liquid, and solid/gas interfaces coexist. This system tends to minimize the total surface
energy, and in this way determines the value of the contact angles[12]. So the infiltration can be explained by the
surface tension of material: When the surface tension of the material is greater than the surface tension of water, the
material is hydrophilic, and the greater the surface tension, the stronger the hydrophilic. When the surface tension of
the material is less than the surface tension of water, the material is hydrophobic, the surface tension is smaller, the
hydrophobic is stronger, and the hydrophobicity can be described by contact Angle[13]. In a certain range, the more
hydrophobic, the greater the contact angle. Therefore, the indirect contact between surface wetting phenomenon and
contact angles can be established. FIGURE 2 shows the contact angle model.

FIGURE 2. Solid-liquid-gas three phase contact angel

Ideally, contact angle and the solid-liquid-gas can be described by Young’s equation:
cos 𝜃𝜃 = (𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 )/𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

(1)
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Here, 𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , 𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , and 𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 are, respectively, the solid-vapor, solid-liquid, and liquid-vapor interfacial tension

and θ is the contact angle[14].

Contact angle model of microstructure surface

On the actual surface, due to the existence of microstructure, the surface roughness of the channel will be
changed, which will lead to the change of contact angle between the solid-liquid phase. Therefore, there is a certain
deviation from the apparent contact angle and the theoretical contact angle[15].
In response to this phenomenon, the scientist Wenzel proposed the Wenzel model under the precondition of the
rules and grooves on which the liquid droplets completely filled the solid surface[16], as shown in FIGURE 3(a). It
considered that the liquid is completely saturated and there is no gas phase in the solid-liquid contact interface. The
conclusion is that the presence of roughness makes the hydrophilic material more hydrophilic and hydrophobic
material more hydrophobic.

FIGURE 3. (a)Wenzel model of droplet on solid surface. (b) Cassie model of droplet on solid surface.

On the basis of the Wenzel model, scientists Cassie and Baxter proposed the Cassie model under the premise that the droplet
did not fully fill the irregular grooves of the solid surface[17], as shown in FIGURE 3(b).It considered that the liquid is not
completely saturated in solid-liquid contact interface, and there is the gas phase. The conclusion is that the presence of roughness
makes both hydrophilic and hydrophobic materials more hydrophobic.

Influence of microstructure on surface wettability
In order to study the relationship between microstructure and surface wettability, based on Wenzel and Cassie
model, the microstructure model of surface rules was studied[18]. In the thermodynamic equilibrium state, Wenzel
derived an equation similar to Young’s equation[19]:
cos 𝜃𝜃 =

𝑟𝑟(𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 −𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 )
𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

(2)

In which, r is the surface roughness factor, the calculation formula for r is
𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎

r=

𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝

(3)

Among them, 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 is the actual contact area and 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝 is the apparent contact area. For the micro rectangular array

model, the Wenzel model is used, as shown in FIGURE
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FIGURE 4. Enlarge figure of the regular micro rectangular groove array model

r=1+

πdh
2ab

(4)

It is easy to get that the wettability of micro rectangular groove array is related to dh/ab. So change the size of
micro rectangular groove array, influence surface wettability, and control microfluidic flow.

METHOD
Design and fabrication of time valve
Considering the characteristics of POCT chip, we choose PMMA, a kind of polymer, as the basic material due
essentially to their low cost, easy processing and good biological compatibility[20]. FIGURE 5(a) shows the design of
time valve.

FIGURE 5. (a) time valve, consisting of a series of micro rectangular grooves. (b) Micro rectangular groove array’s structure of
part B under the microscope.

In order to meet enough reaction time between samples and markers. The timing valve plays an important role
in POCT chip. It is used to control fluid velocity and it is made up of a series of micro rectangular grooves. Its length
is 5mm, and fluid flow through it at a controlled pace. FIGURE 5(b) shows the micro rectangular groove array’s
structure of part B under the microscope.
The base plate with a micro channel 2mm wide, 100um deep, and 4cm long shown schematically in Figure. 5(a)
was used in this study. Briefly, PMMA was preprocessed on CNC milling machine to get a uniform surface and the
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suitable size (35cm wide, 80cm length and 2mm thick) of stock. Next, we need a male mold with the complementary
shape of the channel on a piece of metal. The stock is then thermo-pressed at 105℃ for 90 mins, after been cool,
using an ultrasonic cleaning machine for 10 minutes. Then use plasma cleaner to process PMMA in a vacuum for 2
minutes once it’s gray. Use the same method to get the cover plate with an injection port shown in FIGURE 5(c).
Finally, connect the base plate and the cover plate by hot-bonding at 75℃ for 20minutes, using isopropanol, which
the volume fraction is 75%, as an auxiliary solution.

Experimental
For purpose of verifying the control function of the microstructure, the micro rectangular groove array of the same
structure is designed, which consists of 12 micro rectangular grooves. The depth of micro rectangular is 80um and the
width is 3.4mm, and the length is 20um.The experiment was performed on the same batch of 18 chips, where the
liquid is deionized water and the flow time of the deionized water in the straight pipe is acquired and the length of
the straight pipe iss six times the length of the time valve part.

Results and discussions
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FIGURE 6. The flow time of the 18 experiments in the time valve part

As shown in FIGURE 6, we compare the time that fluid flows through the time valve part and the straight pipe.
Obviously, the time that fluid flow through time valve part is longer than the time that fluid flow through the straight
pipe, which demonstrates the control effect of micro rectangular groove array.
TABLE 1. The analysis of the data
Time valve

Straight pipe

Average(s)

195

39.6

RSD(%)

4.78

2.43

Comprehensive analysis table 1 is available, the flow of deionized water is relatively stable when passing
through the time valve part and straight pipe. It’s average time is 195s, the standard deviation are 4.78, and the flow
time of fluid fluctuating within a certain range. The average time of the unprocessed straight pipe is 39.6s and the
standard deviation is 2.43. Compare the difference between time valve part and straight pipe. It is easy to obtain that
the micro rectangular groove array can control the fluid flow, but it also raises the question about instability. The
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analysis may be due to the failure of the surface or microstructure of the straight pipe during machining or bonding.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the POCT, a critical flow control valve with the capillary force as the driving force has been
proposed in this study, which could satisfy the needs of flowing controllable, spontaneous filling, low cost, and
biological compatibility. Then the flow control mechanism of the microstructure is explained and the empirical
formula of the micro rectangular groove array structure is given to the Wenzel model. Meanwhile, many experiments
of the same micro rectangular groove array structure have been carried out to verify the design’s validity and
stability. The experimental results show that the micro rectangular groove array structure could meet the design
requirements of the POCT chip and effectively control the fluid flow.
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